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In menory of ray beloved parents, Rev. Neill A. Bridges, a grad¬
uate of Gammon Theological Seminary, and Mrs. Helen Eva Scroggins
Bridges, who lived and dedicated their lives to the Christian Prin¬
ciple of our Lord and Savior. The impact of their teaching in¬





Church people are realizing the important role that Christian Educa¬
tion plays in the local church. The first Sunday School started by Robert
Raikes in Gloucester, England, in the late eighteenth century differed from
our modern church schools. The primary purpose of this early Sunday School
was to improve the physical, mental and moral conditions of these slum
children. Our modern church school is more conceptual. It aids us in draw¬
ing together all of those local church activities that are primarily "study"-
oriented.
The church school accomplishes one of the greatest needs in the twen¬
tieth century—education. Therefore, its ministry is imperative, since church
school is biblical education in action; it is the mortar that holds together
the bricks and becomes the foundation of the house. Although most churches
have larger attendance at morning services than at their church schools, a few
years ago, one large denomination reported that almost 90 percent of its new
members came from the church school. Particularly, the church school is im¬
portant because it teaches God's word systematically. It is the only place in
most churches that gives a comprehensive coverage of the Word of God.
As good as Bible preaching is in the morning service, sermons are usually
selective and do not systematically cover the Bible. Sermons are also usually
aimed motivationally at changing the life rather than systematically com¬
municating Bible doctrines and content. An examination of this content reveals
the significance of church school curricula.
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Church school lessons follow a predetermined curriculum. The les¬
sons are planned by specialists in hristian education who are concerned
that equal treatment be given to every subject according to the impor¬
tance it has in Scripture and the influence it can make on a life.
The church school and all other Christian Education endeavors
recognize the present period as one which necessitates the re-evaluation
of existing programs and thoughtful planning for continuous growth.
A Study of the Church School in the United Methodist Church states
states that:
During and following World War II, churches in America
experienced growth at an unprecedented rate. New buildings
and facilities were provided to accommodate the swelling
numbers of children, youth, and adults who flocked into the
church and church school. With the coming of the 1950's
the rate of increase began to taper off and early in the
1960's signs of decline were noticeable, especially in the
church school.
The rate of increase in United Methodist church school
enrollment exceeded U.S. population increases among children
until 1964 and among adults until 1963. Enrollment in the
Youth Division of the church school almost kept pace with
the U.S. youth population until 1960 when it began to lag be¬
hind. Since the dates given above, church school enrollment
has continued to follow well behind the U.S. population
growth. Enrollment in the children's division has lagged
the least while enrollment in the youth division has fallen
far behind.^
Because of the continued and increasing rate of decline in the church
school and obvious effects of such losses upon the total church, the
writer decided to make a study of the Christian education program of
Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church.
Hopefully, this study will help to show the critical importance of
1
A Study of the Church School in the United Methodist Church (Nash¬
ville: Discipleship Resources, 1972), p. 5.
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the educational ministry to the total church and to point out some ways
in which the Christian Education Department might become a more effective
agent in that ministry.
Who is responsible for Christian education in the local church? It is
everyone in the congregation and especially those who hold any of the
named leadership positions in the church. More specifically the pastor,
the chairperson of the Education Committee, the church school superin¬
tendent, teachers and chairpersons of all organizations in the church
have a responsibility toward the Christian Education Program.
Christian education^as we now see, is not something the church can
assign to a few officers and a supporting staff, and then put out of mind,
out of sight; it is the responsibility of all, and conversely, those who
think of themselves as Christian educators have a responsibility for all
the ministries of the local church. If we take seriously the new design
for local church structure and planning then we need to ronove the cur¬
tain that so often has divided Christian education from the rest of the
church's activities.
Purpose and Scope
This survey will describe the (1) existing facilities, (2) services
in the church school, and (3) other Christian education programs in
Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church.
In view of the philosophy, objectives, organization and administra¬
tion of the Christian Education program, an attempt was made to determine
how effectively the Christian education program is meeting the needs of
the students and the church as a whole. As a result of the findings.
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recoramendations for the future development and improvement of the Chris¬
tian education program are made.
Significance
Since church schools and other Christian educational programs play
an integral part in the total church program, it is quite necessary from
time to time to see how well these activities are functioning in terms of
their immediate goals as well as in regard to the ultimate goals of the
church. The study is an evaluative instrument that may be used by pastors
and other church people to discover existing deficiencies in the church
school and other Christian education programs.
A study of this type might serve as a guide to church personnel in
other churches in which church schools and other Christian education pro¬
grams have not been developed.
Hopefully, it will help to clarify our understandings of the critical
importance of the educational ministry to the total church and to identify
some ways in which the church might become a more effective ministry.
Methodology
Data for the study were obtained by observation, through personal
interviews, questionnaires,and from printed materials. Information was
secured from the pastor, chairperson of the Christian Education Committee,
the Superintendent of the Church School, the church school teachers,
chairpersons of various church organizations, lay members, the North
Georgia Council of Ministries of the United Methodist Church, and the
Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist Church of Nashville,
Tennessee.
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Church literature dealing with Christian Educational Programs were
read to gain a broader view of the subject. The philosophy and objec¬
tives of church schools and other Christian education programs, their
curricula and teaching methods were examined in order to relate them to
the Christian education facilities and services of Hoosier. On the basis
of the findings, conclusions were drawn and recommendations made.
Definition of Terms
Certain terms are defined that are pertinent to the study.
Christian Education is the effort to make available for our
general ion-'-children, young people and adults--the accumulated trea¬
sure of Christian life and thought in such a way that God and Christ
may carry on His redemptive work in each human soul and in the common
life of man.^
Christian Nurture is the total effort of the church to help each
person to dedicate himself to Christ and to develop understanding,
the attitude and skills that he needs in order to be Christian in his
personal life and his relationship with others.
Church School is the school of the Protestant church, usually held on
Sunday morning, for the purpose of training in the Bible and religious
nurture that will make for acceptable church membership and world
citizenship.
-
Randolph C. Miller, Education For Christian Living (Englewood Clift,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 5.
2
Lee Jan Gable, Christian Nurture in the Church (Boston: National
Council of Churches, 1955), p. 11.
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Curriculum is the plan and program by which the church seeks to ful¬
fill its educational imperative. Curriculum is experience under
guidance toward the fulfillment of the purposes of Christian educa¬
tion. . . The plan consists of educational procedures selected and
used to help the learner to perceive, accept, and fulfill God's re¬
deeming purpose in Jesus Christ.^
Director of Christian Education is a person who has had from one to
three years of graduate training in a theological seminary, concen¬
trating in Christian education. This person is responsible for the
total educational program of the church.'^
Vacation Bible School is usually the extension of learning experi¬
ences for children who are enrolled in the regular Sunday church
school, it often reaches children who for one reason or another do
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not receive regular religious instruction during the rest of the year.
Survey of Related Literature
A survey of related literature pertinent to this study was made and
is presented in the succeeding paragraphs.
D. Campbell Wyckoff in his Theory and Design of Christian Education
Curriculum states that:
1
Campbell Wyckoff, Theory and Design of Christian Education Curric¬
ulum (Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 1959), p. 27.
2
Miller, op. cit., pp. 283-284.
3
Marvin J. Taylor, An Introduction To Christian Education (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 351
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The most critical problem facing Christian education is
the need to understand itself. The point of view presented
here is a giant stride toward this understanding, showing
how to build a theory of Christian Education that is theolog¬
ically valid and educationally sound, with the gospel of
Jesus Christ as its underlying principle.^
The author fully articulates the guiding principle of Christian edu¬
cation and sums up its objectives, setting, administration, curriculum,
and analyzes the current leadership situation. In conclusion. Dr. Wyckoff
convincingly demonstrates the fact that the whole Christian education pro¬
gram may be an experience of the gospel and so carry out the church's task
in its truest sense.
Randolph C. Miller in his Christian Nurture and the Church, examines
the nature of the church in the light of Biblical faith and theology, and
outlines the nature of the church and the function of the local congrega¬
tion if a genuine Christian education program is to take place. These
pages explore the significance of Christian education as the chief commu-
nicator of Christian nurture.
The basic theme is that The Church is the people of God and the body
of Christ, a community in which the Holy Spirit is at work. Author Miller
stresses that "Christian Education is, in essence, the nurture of the
total person in all relationships of life seen from the perspective of
membership in the Christian Community."^
_
Wyckoff, op. cit., p. 72.
2
Miller, op. cit., p. 5.
, op . cit., p. 7.
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In Leadership Education in the Local Church, Price H. Gwynn, Jr. sug¬
gests that:
The curriculum of Christian education should be of sound
theological implication as well as educational principles.
Christian leadership education seeks to nurture growing per¬
sons in the Christian life, to strengthen their faith and
their knowledge of the will of God and the mind of Christ. . .
Hence, a major objective of leadership education is the per¬
sonal enrichment of the lives of all church workers.^
Frank M. McKibben's Guiding Workers In Christian Education, is a
workable manual for ministers, directors of Christian Education, general
or departmental superintendents, supervising or helping teachers, church
boards of education or anyone who trains or directs workers in Christian
education or is preparing for such work.
Dr. McKibben maintains that better trained teachers and leaders are
the keys to an effective Christian education program in the church. As
an integral factor in such training, he stresses the function and method
of creative educational supervision
The History of Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church
Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church is a young church. On June
27, 1982 the church held its opening service. The Audubon Forest United
Methodist Church was transferred over to the new congregation. Charles
Wesley's hymn, "0 For a Thousand Tongues To Sing,” was jubilantly sung at
the opening ceremony of Hoosier Church. Presiding was the dynamic man of
_
Price H. Gwynn, Jr., Leadership Education In the Local Churches
(Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 1939), pp. 16-17.
2
F. W. McKibben, Guiding Workers in Christian Education (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1953), p. 12
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God, Bishop Joel D. McDavid, Resident Bishop of the North Georgia Confer¬
ence.
Interested and concerned Lay United Methodist and Clergy were present
to offer their support to this new congregation. The keynote speaker was
Bishop L. Scott Allen,who admonished that we "seek to live in the shadows
of our founding fathers," citing Methodist founders such as; John Wesley,
Harry Hoosier, Thomas Coke and Francis Asbury, who laid well the founda¬
tion .
The Resident Bishop McDavid told how desperately the church is needed
today. He expressed his gladness for one more congregation and pledged
his support to develop a viable church and community ministry. After the
designation of the church name by Bishop McDavid and District Superin¬
tendent Whiting, the newly appointed pastor. Rev. Rodney Smothers^, was pre¬
sented; he offered the Invitation To Christian Discipleship. Seventeen
new members joined the church.
Sunday, July 4, 1982 marked the first worship service held by the new
congregation named in memory of the African pioneer preacher, Harry Hoosier.
Prayer commitment and sacrifice are terms which describe the challenge
undertaken by the 156 charter members of Hoosier Church, three years ago.
The growth and development of the church has been remarkable. The congre¬
gation now is close to 600. Stable and working organizations attend to
the business and maintenance of the church.^
1
Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church; Second Anniversary Cele¬
bration (Atlanta: Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church, 1982), p. 2.
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Philosophy of Hoosier Memorial United Methodist
Church's Christian Education Program
The philosophy, as worked out by the Christian Education Committee,
states that:
A successful Church School not only needs an effective
Bible teaching plan, based on a sound educational philos¬
ophy and supported by a well-planned organizational struc¬
ture, but it also needs people to "make it happen."^
The Objectives of Hoosier Memorial United Methodist
Church's Christian Education Program
The objectives, as worked out by the Christian Education Committee,
are:
1. To teach students to love God and to grow in the
understanding of the nature of God, in commitment to his
purposes, and in having fellowship with him.
2. To love their neighbors; and to grow in ability
and desire to participate as a Christian in all relation¬
ships with others.
3. To love their neighbors as themselves; and to
grow in worthy selfhood.^
The teachers who work with these students must live before them as
examples of the poise that comes from sure convictions and yet at the
same time as examples of continuing quest. Youth's questioning must never
be feared or thwarted for only through seeking can one find.
1





Currlculum of the Christian Education Department of
Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church
Curriculum is on the mind of everyone involved in religious education.
Teachers in local churches are certain that the right curriculum can solve
all of their problems. In the broadest definition, curriculum includes
both the materials and the experiences for learning. The textbook or
manual is the starting point, but enrichment books, filmstrips, recordings,
and the workbooks are other elements. Some people xTOuld include all the
experiences of a learner as part of the curriculum. Attending Sunday wor¬
ship is such an experience and could well be integrated into the curriculum.
Running through all of the age-level ministries is an emphasis on
the study of certain foundational material that are the United Methodist
church school's curriculum resources. This basic study curriculum is co¬
ordinated from age-level to age-level, so that it fits together as a co¬
ordinated program of study across the entire life-span of the individual.
It is affirmed by the Curriculum Resources Committee of the General
Board of Discipleship of The United Methodist Church that:
There shall be a Curriculum Resource Committee organized
and administered by the General Board of Discipleship which
shall be responsible for constructing plans for curriculum.
Curriculum resources shall be designed to help local churches
carry out the Church's educational ministry with children,
youth, adults and families, and to meet the needs of various
racial, ethnic, age, cultural and language constituencies, as
well as the needs of persons of various learning capacities,
backgrounds, levels of psychological development, and Chris¬
tian maturity. They shall be for use in a variety of settings
both formal and informal, including outdoor experiences, family
life, leadership education, campus ministries, and combination
classes. The plans for curriculum and curriculum resources
shall be consistent with the educational philosophy and approach
formulated for the educational ministry of the Church by the
General Board of Discipleship and shall reflect a unity of pur¬
pose and a planned comprehensiveness of scope. They shall be
designed to support the total life and work of the Church and
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shall reflect the official positions of The United Methodist
Church as authorized by the General Conference.^
The Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church's Church School's educa¬
tional material is selected from the Forecast Catalog which is a catalog
issued by the Cokesbury Service Center of Nashville, Tennessee. They also
use the David Cook material.
The following materials are ordered from the Children, Youth and Adult
section of the Forecast Catalog for the use in the following classes:
(1) Kindergarten Class - The Church and Home Leaflets.
(2) Primary Class - Elementary B.
(3) Junior High Class - From Eden to Egypt.
(4) Junior High Class - From The Youth Bible Study Series. The Life
Box. Also used for this class is The International Bible Study
for Youth.
(5) Senior Class - From The Youth Bible Series, Faith in Dangerous
Times: The Book of Revelation.
(6) Young Adults Class - From The Elective Series for Young Adults.
Invitation to Belief.
(7) Adult Class - From The Genesis to Revelation Series. Exodus and
Leviticus.
For the various other study groups of this church, curriculum material
will be selected that goes along with the particular theme that they are
studying.
1
The Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church (Nashville:
The United Methodist Publishing House, 1984), #1322 pp. 451-52.
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The Recruitment and Training of Teachers in the Christian
Education Program of Hoosier Memorial United
Methodist Church
Each church should have a workable, continuing plan for recruiting
qualified personnel to serve in the church school.
The benefits that will result from an effective recruiting-training
program as stated by Lowell Brown in Sunday School Standards are:
1. The teacher/student ratios in your Church School
will improve, resulting in a better group size.
2. Better group sizes results in more positive rela¬
tionships within each group, lowering discipline problems,
making teaching more productive and enjoyable, and making
outreach efforts more effective.
3. You will experience the satisfaction of helping
someone find a place of meaningful service for the Lord.
4. You will know you have been faithful to Jesus'
command, and the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send
out workers into his harvest field (Matt. 9:38).^
Teacher training is one of the paths to improving the quality of the
church school. Training develops skills, improves techniques, and gives
a systematic presentation of teacher aims, qualifications and duties.
They also deal with attitudes and motivation. But the greatest advantage
is that training classes give the teacher experience and confidence, the
ingredients which produce learning.
Many pastors have identified teachers as being the factor which con¬
tributes most to the effectiveness of the church school. Pastors describe
the effective teacher with such terns as "well trained," "capable," "con¬
cerned," and "dedicated."
The Committee on the Study of the Church School in the United
1
Lowell Brown, Sunday School Standards (Ventura, California: Inter¬
national Center for Learning, 1978), p. 77.
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Methodist Church states that:
The qualities of an effective teacher are:
1. Loves and is conderned about persons
2. Gives evidence of his own faith.
3. Is well-versed in the Bible and the Christian faith.
4. Is sincere.
5. Encourages the group to discuss issues.
6. Uses good teaching methods.
7. Can speak well.
8. Knows those in his group personally.
9. Knows Church History.^
The pastor, the church school superintendent and the chairperson of
the Christian Education of Hoosier carefully interview each candidate for
a teaching position. They obtain the agreement of the candidate to the
form of teaching requirements which they subscribe.
After teachers are selected, they are given guidance. They are
allowed to observe the teaching methods of older more experienced teachers
New teachers are also paired with more experienced teachers. There are
Leadership Workshops which are conducted by two ministers from the Con¬
ference Council on Ministries of the United Methodist Center. There is
also a Workshop for teachers in which they cover our theology and under¬
standing of the Methodist Curriculum.
Christian Education
Christian education is as old as Christianity itself. It is a char¬
acteristic tendency of human kind to seek to extend their most cherished
beliefs and acts to others. They teach them to their children and they
seek to convert others. Even if they do not consciously teach their
1
A Study of the Church School in the United Methodist Church, op. cit
p. 23.
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beliefs, they would still pass them on to those who are most closely asso¬
ciated with them by the influence which comes through living together.
The church has always sho\im a zeal for nurturing its children in the
faith as well as for winning adult converts.
Lee Jane Gable in her book, Christian Nurture Through the Church,
states that:
Christian Nurture is the total effort of the church to
help each person to dedicate himself to Christ and to develop
the understandings, the attitudes, and the skills that he
needs in order to be a Christian in his personal life and his
relation with others.^
We use "Christian Nurture" rather than the familiar terms "Christian
education," for a reason that has nothing to do with the essential meaning
of either term. As a matter of fact, the two terms may be used inter¬
changeably. We are concerned here with the task of helping people to grow
as Christians. This is the task of the whole church and not a certain
part of the church. For some people Christian education has come to mean
only a part of the church, such as, the church school. They feel that the
rest of the church program is not meant to be educational and that other
church groups have no responsibility for Christian education. The term
"Christian nurture" has not been so limited in the thinking of people. As
it seeks to fulfill this task the church must constantly keep two concerns
at the heart of all its work. One concern is its heritage as the church of
Jesus Christ. It has inherited God's revelation of himself as Creator of
all things and Father of all mankind. It has inherited faith in Jesus
Christ as Savior and Lord. It has inherited its mission as a fellowship of
'cmmmitted people. In all that it does it must be true to this revelation,
1
Lee Jane Gable, Christian Nurture Through the Church (New York:
National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., 1955), p. 11.
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this faith and this mission.
The other concern is for each person to become dedicated to Christ
and to develop Christian understandings, attitudes and skills.
Sunday School - Church School
The story of the development of Christian education properly begins
with the Sunday School. It was the first of the church's present agen¬
cies for Christian education to get under way. It has succeeded in main¬
taining itself at the center of the church's educational program through
the years.
labile there were earlier attempts to teach religion on Sunday in con¬
junction with the regular service of the church, the date of the origin
of the Sunday School is usually fixed at 1780. In that year Robert Raikes,
a printer and publisher by trade, had impressed upon him, the sad condition
(Sif the children of his native city, Gloucester, England. They were ragged,
dirty, profane, delinquent, underprivileged, and ignorant. After experi¬
menting with other ways of bettering their condition, he decided on the
method of education. So in 1780, he gathered some of them together on
Sunday, because it was the only day of the week when they were free from
work. The primary purpose of the school was to give these children the
rudiments of education, but this did not exclude religion. The venture
began with four paid teachers and a five hour session - from ten to twelve
in the morning and one to four in the afternoon.
Despite determined opposition from various quarters, the venture was
successful and grew rapidly. Within five years it had reached the central
metropolis of the land, and the Sunday School Society of London was organ¬
ized. In the same year, 1785, the first Sunday School in the United
17
States of which we have certain knowledge was instituted. Five years later
a society for the promotion of the Sunday School was organized in Philadel¬
phia known as the First Day or Sunday School Society.
In 1825 the American Sunday School Union was established and its mis¬
sionaries carried the new institution to the American frontier with zeal
and evangelistic passion. Beginning in 1832, the convention of Sunday
School workers was periodically held, resulting eventually in the organ¬
ization of the International Sunday School Association with its numerous
state and county auxiliaries.
For many years now the "Church School" has been officially designated
by the Methodist Church as the covering name for all the teaching-learning
experiences in the local church needed at each age period of growth and
development.
The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church states in Para¬
graph 262 that in each local church there shall be a church school for the
purpose of accomplishing the church's educational ministry in that:
1. The church school provides a variety of settings and
resources for all persons - children, youth and adults - to
explore the meaning of the Christian faith in all its dimen¬
sions to discover the appropriate to themselves those mean¬
ings which are relevant for their lives and for society, and
to assume personal responsibility for expressing those mean¬
ings in all their relationships.
2. All the concerns of the church will be present in
the church school's educational ministry; Christian unity
and interreligious concerns, church and society, evangelism,
higher education and campus ministry, missions, religion and
race, stewardship and worship.
3. The Church School shall be administratively related
to the Commission on Education, if organized, or the unit
responsible for Christian education. The superintendent of
the church school who is the administrator of the church
school shall be responsible for relating the church school to
the total ministry of the church.
4. The church school setting includes the Sunday Church
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School and all other ongoing and short-term classes and begin¬
ning groups for persons of all ages. The Church school may be
organized with three divisions if desired: children's divisions
for persons from birth through sixth grade; youth division for
persons from the seventh grade through twelfth grade; and adult
division for persons beyond the twelfth grade. Division super¬
intendents, teachers, counselors, church school secretary, cur¬
riculum resources secretary, librarian, and such other officers
as needed to administer and operate the church school shall be
nominated by the work area chairperson on education upon recom¬
mendation of the superintendent of the church school in consul¬
tation with the minister or representative of the employed staff
and elected by the Council on Ministries.
5. The chairperson of the work on education may suggest to
the Council on Ministries of the local church to recommend to
the Administrative Board that the Fourth Sunday's church school
offering be set aside for World Service.
6. Mission education shall be a part of the church school
education for children.^
In the early days, the Sunday Schools in this country were often organ
ized as autonomous institutions. Indeed, in some places Sunday Schools pre
ceded the organization of a church. With the passing of years, church
leaders came to recognize the weakness inherent in compartmentalizing the
teaching ministry into time-of meeting segments. They experienced the
devisiveness that an independent or semi-independent Sunday School organ¬
ization could foster. Gradually there emerged the concept of the church
school, and with it a plan for placing all educational activities in one
administrative package for a central board (or commission or committee) to
plan and supervise. There developed,therefore, the plan of a commission
to supervise the total education program on behalf of the total church.
Now we affirm that the church's ministry is one ministry with many
parts. Great strength lies in planning as a whole ministry, yet dividing
the functions, when necessary for administrative purposes into person-
1
The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church op. cit., pp.
146-148.
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related segments. Whenever the church is at work there is opportunity for
an educational ministry.
"Church school" is an ideal tool to aid in drawing together all of
those local church activities that are primarily "study" oriented. This
function shows forth clearly in paragraph 152.3 of the Discipline which
refers to the "superintendent of the study program of the church" as the
person who supervises the "school of the church." This factor can play an
important part in maintaining high educational standards in underlining
the importance of serious study.
CHAPTER II
ROLES OF THE PASTOR AND OFFICERS IN THE
CHRISTIAN EOJCAIION PROGRAM
Pastor of the Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church
Historically, the pastor in charge of a local church in the United
Methodist church has been looked upon as a "key person" in the Christian
education work of the local church. Because in most churches the pastor
is the one person with professional training in Christian education, he
is often the chief resource person and interpreter of educational prin¬
ciples and standards.
In the United Methodist church the pastor's importance in Christian
education is underscored by the emphasis on central planning. To think of
Christian education as essentially the responsibility of laity and the rest
of the church's program the pastor's responsibility is no longer possible.
It is clear that he/she (the pastor) is in the middle of things when the
total program is evaluated and planned in the Council on Ministries. This
is emphasized in the Discipline by the recurring phrases, "the pastor with
the assistance of the Council on Ministries" . . . "and the Council on
Ministries with the aid of the pastor" . . .
Alice Jones in her book. The Pastor and Christian Education of Chil¬
dren states that:
Ihe pastor in the Methodist church in a unique manner
is charged by the church at large to be responsible for the
life and witness of the local church. Thus, the entire




The pastor of Hoosier teaches two classes, the New Member Class which
consists of eight students with an average weekly attendance of eight and
the Lay Shepherd Class which consists of twelve students with an average
weekly attendance of ten. The pastor's goals for these classes are to:
(1) promote a better understanding of the Christian Faith through study,
(2) provide a scheduled promotional educational level for children and
youth, and (3) teach the Christian doctrine to new recruits.
Some of the activities used in the classes are: (1) guest speakers,
(2) audio-visual aids, (3) study groups, and (4) lectures. Evaluation of
these classes reveal: (1) growth in adult classes, (2) children and youth
programs require more development, and (3) Lay Shepherds and New Members
classes are drawing an excellent response.
The pastor's plan for identifying and enlisting the most capable per¬
sons as teachers in the church school is by contacting those persons who
have expressed interest through current participation in the church school
program. The pastor, the church school superintendent, and the chairperson
of Christian education carefully interview each candidate for a teaching
position. They obtain the agreement of the candidate to the form of teach¬
ing requirements they subscribe.
The pastor casually reviews the curriculum material based on the
recommendation of the church school superintendent and the chairperson of
Christian education.
1
Alice M. Jones, The Pastor and the Christian Education of Children
(Nashville: General Board of Education of the Methodist Church, 1963),
p. 9 .
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His plan for reaching more children through the church school is to
"pitch from the pulpit" and to get greater involvement by adults in Chris¬
tian education programs for children.
He feels the following changes should be made in the present Christian
education program: (1) additional adult classes are needed, (2) additional
training is needed for teachers, (3) additional commitment from teachers,
and (4) additional outreach efforts undertaken.
The most pressing needs in the area of Christian education as stated
by the pastor are: (1) recruitment, (2) qualified and dedicated teachers,
and (3) audio-visual equipment.
The Council on Ministries, the Administrative Board, and the congre¬
gation provide adequate funding for the Christian Education Program of the
church but their support of the program is marginal.
The church school facilities and teaching resources are excellent.
The pastor also gives instructions in special courses.
Chairperson of the Christian Education Committee
The Chairperson of Christian education is part of the professional
team of which the pastor in charge is head. Questions about the scope of
responsibilities, specific duties, and relationships to other leaders may
be worked out between the pastor and the chairperson. He and his profes¬
sional resources are available to all the ministries of the local church.
Although his job description will likely give him more responsibilities
in the church school and other concerns of the educational work area, he
will be expected to relate these ministries to the whole church by provid¬
ing resources and guidance to other areas as needed.
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The chairperson of Christian education must further provide represen¬
tative influence from the church into the church school; to prevent omis¬
sions in programs, overlapping of content, and over-emphasis on any one
topic; to effectively correlate and coordinate the total Christian Educa¬
tion Program, to approve educational curriculum and materials, to suggest
the educational budget, to determine qualifications of personnel for
teaching positions,and to evaluate the present program with a view of plan¬
ning for the future educational needs of the church.
The chairperson states that the goals of the Christian Education
Department are:
(1) To seek ways to make God known to children and
adults .
(2) To increase attendance in the church school.
(3) To increase the pool of teachers, and
(4) to develop a comprehensive and unified educational
ministry at every level in the church.^
The curriculum material used is selected from the Children, Youth and
Adult section of the Forecast Catalog. The chairperson, the pastor, the
church school superintendent and some teachers select the curriculum. The
curriculum material is purchased from the Cokesbury Bookstore.
The plan for identifying and enlisting the most capable teachers for
the church school is to seek volunteers from the church membership. The
orientation and training of teachers is provided in staff meetings and
Teachers xrorkshops.
The most pressing needs in the area of Christian education are to
acquire a Sunday nursery coordinator and to establish a children's ministry.
-
Statement from the Chairperson of the Christian Education Committee
of Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church.
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The following are the responsibilities of the Chairperson of the
Christian Education Department of Hoosier as stated by the Christian Edu¬
cation Committee:
(1) Design and recommend to the Council on Ministries
and organization of the local church a study program in
keeping with the standards and policies of the Board of
Discipleship, Section on Local Church Education, and Annual
Conference Council on Ministries.
(2) Keep the local church informed about educational
resources; printed material, conferences, training programs,
workshops etc.
(3) Nominate persons to Council on Ministries for elec¬
tion - division superintendent (as needed) - teachers, offi¬
cers of the church school, counselors and higher education
concerns.
(4) Encourage and facilitate use of curriculum re¬
sources based on curriculum plans approved by the Board of
Discipleship of The United Methodist Church; age-level and
family coordinators should be included in this.
(5) Propose to the Council on Ministries sound educa¬
tional procedures in all the ministries of the church.
(6) Pay special attention to leadership education (i.e.,
Orientation education and equipment for specific responsibili¬
ties in the ministries of the church). Proposals and plans
are presented to the Council on Ministries.
(7) Keep in touch with agencies and boards beyond the
local church that deal with educational resources (district
conference, national).
(8) Work with age-level and family coordinators.
(9) In cooperation with the representatives of higher
education concerns, promote and plan for the Observance of
United Methodist Student Day. An offering should be taken
for the support of National Methodist Scholarship and Stu¬
dent Loan Fund for United Methodist students, etc. Support
the interest of higher education and campus ministry.
(10) Work with the superintendent of the church school.
(11) Plan for and promote the local church observance of
Christian Education Sunday.
(12) Take advantage of any learning opportunities pro¬
vided by the district or conference.^
1
Statements from the Christian Education Committee of Hoosier Memo¬
rial United Methodist Church.
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Church School Superintendent
The office of the Church School Superintendent is a "high calling."
It is assumed that the requirement for holding this office in the church
is that the holder is a child of God.
Elmer Towns in his book, How to Grow an Effective Sunday School,
states that the job descriptions of an effective Sunday School Superin¬
tendent are:
(1) The superintendent is first of all an administrator.
He must see that the qualified teacher is scheduled in the
proper classroom at the appropriate time with the correct
equipment and aids to teach the assigned curriculum.
(2) The superintendent is responsible for personnel.
He must recruit new workers, make recommendations for place¬
ment, provide training and evaluate the effectiveness of
those already in service.
(3) The superintendent supervises the ordering of lit¬
erature and teaching aids in addition to making all expendi¬
tures for the church school.
(4) The superintendent is responsible for outreach and
growth. This involves visitation follow-up of absentees and
the application of the laws of church school growth.
(5) The superintendent is responsible for public rela¬
tions. He supervises advertisement, outreach and solves
problems as they arise.
(6) The superintendent is charged with the evaluation
for improvement of the entire program. He must know stand¬
ards and understand how they can be implemented.^
The following goals are stated by the Hoosier church school superin¬
tendent:
1. To enable students to know the Bible, to understand
their experiences and relationships in the light of the
Biblical message, and to recognize the tension between the
truth of the Biblical message and persistent concerns of
persons and society, to the end that they may respond as
faithful disciples.
2. To help to increase the ability of the student to
respond to the Scriptures, equipping them to be responsible
1
Elmer Towns, How To Grow an Effective Sunday School (Denver: Accent
Books, 1979), p. 35.
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interpreters of Scripture and to enable students to mature
in faith as they participate in the Life and mission of
the Christian community.
The superintendent's role in the implementations of these goals is
that of one with visionary qualities, he also serves as a facilitator and
a coach.
Curriculum resource material is selected by the superintendent, the
pastor, the chairperson of the Christian Education Committee and some
teachers. The material is selected from the Forecast Catalog which is
published by the Cokesbury Service Center, and is selected for each age-
level division of the church school. The material is purchased from the
Cokesbury Service Center of Nashville, Tennessee.
It is this Superintendent's belief that only Christians are capable
of teaching the church school classes. He further believes that we should
pray to the Lord to fulfill this desire. He uses as his incentive Luke
6:12 and 13 "that Christ spent the entire night in prayer prior to calling
His disciples to follow him."
The pastor and the superintendent, with the chairperson of Christian
education, carefully interview each candidate for a teaching position.
They obtain the agreement of the candidate to the form of teaching require¬
ments which they subscribe.
After selecting the teachers, they are given guidance. They are also
allowed to observe the teaching methods of older, more experienced
teachers, and opportunity is allowed for analyzing and discussing what
transpired in demonstration and practice sessions.
i
Statements from the Church School Superintendent.
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The Superintendent conducts a Teacher's Training Staff Meeting monthly
in which they: (1) work together as a team, coming to decisions which ad¬
vance the work, enthusiastically giving commitment to planned endeavors,
(2) conduct necessary business, (3) enlarge the vision of their mission,
(4) consider growth development plans, and (5) provide opportunities for
training.
He definitely believes in an Outreach Program which consist of: (1)
praying for prospects, (2) writing postcards or letters to prospects, and
(3) visiting them.
'*rhe greatest need of the church school is for God to send more
teachers and students," said the superintendent. He further feels that
there is a need for the Church family to standardize and use a single
version of the Bible, so that they will be in one accord.
The superintendent is currently conducting an eight week in depth
class on the Book of Revelations, in which he will initiate a "Quarterly
Take Home Exam" that will comprehensively cover all of the Bible Lessons
studied during the previous twelve-week period for our existing in-church
Bible Study Class.
The majority of the information in this chapter was taken from ques¬
tionnaires that were submitted to the pastor, the chairperson of the Chris¬
tian Education Department, and the Church School Superintendent.
CHAPTER III
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AND THE CHURCH SCHOOL
Kindergarten Class
The Kindergarten class consists of ten students with an average
attendance of five. The goal for the teacher's class is to attempt to
find the way of leading little children, that will best introduce them
to the Christian way. She would also like for her students to learn the
books of the Bible and that they would learn to share their gifts with
other unfortunate children.
The teacher makes suggestions of the materials that she would desire
in her curriculum. The curriculum materials designed for this class are
entitled, "Church and Home Leaflets" in which students learn how the Bible
tells that people responded to God by praising God with psalms, songs,
prayers, dances, music, and celebration of praise and thanksgiving. Class
members use musical instruments, dance, rhythmic movement and the psalms
to ecpress their praise to God. The "Church Home Leaflets" contain the
basic lesson material for each Sunday's session, and are used in class,
then sent home with the children.
The teaching methods used by the teacher are: (1) teacher lectures,
does all of the talking, (2) teacher lectures and ask questions of stu¬
dents, and (3) dramatization of what the children should get from the
scripture. The teacher finds it most difficult to get the attention of
the little ones so she usually over-dramatizes by funny sounds and body
movements to get their attention. Staying on one subject week after week
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and reviewing things often makes the students more confident. She uses
the curriculum material in numerous V7ays for the best interest of her
class.
The activities used by this teacher are: (1) brainstorming, (2)
paraphrasing the story, (3) photographs, (4) tracing an idea through the
Bible, (5) charts, (6) story telling, (7) discussion, (8) biography, (9)
music, and (10) writing prayers and poems about the lessons. This teacher
also interacts with her students providing quiet and active experiences.
The greatest need of this teacher is attendance.
Primary Class
The Primary Class consists of eight students with an average attend¬
ance of five. The goal for this teacher's class is to help the child to
grow in understanding, in knowledge, in ability to cooperate with his
fellow man, in responsiveness to the love and wisdom of God, and for the
child to be what God intended for him to be.
The teacher is permitted to select pre-approved curriculum material
that she feels is appropriate and beneficial for her age group. The ma¬
terial designed for this class is entitled Children Bible Studies Elemen¬
tary A. The material in this book is designed to help children to become
better acquainted with Bible persons and with the ways they praised God.
It will also help them to become aware of the ways persons today respond
to God in praise, and will give class members opportunities to experience
singing, praying, reading from the Bible, interpretive movements, and play¬
ing musical instruments they will make. The children will use the stories
and activities in church school and take the leaflets home to continue the
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activities and share with their families.
The teaching methods used by the teacher are: (1) students take turns
reading from study book, (2) teacher leads class in discussing the lesson,
(students do most of the talking)
The activities used in this teacher's class are: (1) brainstorming,
(2) using questions, (3) photographs, (4) charts, (5) storytelling, (6)
audio-visual, (7) discussion, (8) creative writing, and (9) teaching pic¬
tures .
The most pressing need of this teacher is to get more children and
parents involved with the church school.
Junior Class
The Junior Class consists of seven students with an average attend¬
ance of seven. The goals for this teacher's class are to help children
to understand and experience the Christian faith and to help than to know
God.
The teacher makes suggestions of the materials that she would desire
in her curriculum. The curriculum materials designed for this class is
entitled, "From Eden to Egypt" in which events in the lives of Biblical
persons from God's covenant with Abraham to the call of Moses on Mount
Horeb. Accounts of creation and other events considered within the con¬
text of history. It concludes ways God acts in our lives and calls us to
be faithful to God and trust him.
The teaching methods used by the teacher are: (1) teacher lectures,
does all of the talking, (2) teacher lectures and does all or most of the
talking, and (3) teacher leads class in discussing the lesson (students
do most of the talking.)
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The activities used by this teacher are: (1) brainstorming, (2)
paraphrasing the story, (3) photographing, (4) storytelling, (5) tracing
an idea through the Bible, and (6) writing prayer poems and poems about
the lesson.
The greatest need of this teacher is student attendance.
Junior High Class
The Junior High Class consists of nine regular students. The average
attendance of this class is five. The goals for this teacher's class are
to teach the students to understand what the Bible has to say to them and
how the Biblical Truths apply to every aspect of their daily lives.
The teacher and students participate fully in the selection of cur¬
riculum material. In the teacher's position as Church Lay Leader, she does
a lot of reading and keeps abreast with what's new in church school educa¬
tion which she passes on to the Christian Education Committee.
The curriculum material designed for this class is entitled. The
Life Box. They are undated elective studies that junior highs especially
enjoy. The resources from the Youth Elective Studies are adaptable for
use during weekend retreats, study nights at the church, vacation church
school, and other times and places. One box per pupil is needed. Each
box contains a leader's planning guide, a big chart that when cut apart
furnishes games, maps, puzzles, pictures, and other activities; two long,
narrow streamer-charts with more activities, a twenty minutes soundsheet
recording, and a Pressure Fax Master for duplicating information that
everyone needs a copy of. This material comes in a variety of subjects.
They are currently using the one "All About Decisions" and have also used
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"You've Gotta Have Friends."
The International Bible Lessons for Youth Series is also used by
these junior highs. It is written for junior highs and published on a
six-year cycle to provide them with an overview of the Bible message.
Teens are encouraged to view the Bible as an ongoing revelation of God's
action among humankind culminating in the earthly mission of Jesus.
The teaching methods used by this teacher are: (1) students take
turns reading from study books, (2) teacher lectures and ask questions of
students, (3) teacher leads class in discussing the lesson (students do
most of the talking) and (4) teacher summarizes previous lesson(s) to re¬
fresh memories and for the benefit of those who were absent, when the day's
lesson is a part of a series.
The activities used in this teacher's class are: (1) role playing,
(2) case study, (3) brainstorming, (4) paraphrasing the story, (5) using
questions, (6) a demonstration, (7) tracing an idea through the Bible;
(8) charts, (9) Bible maps, (10) using slides, (11) discussion, (12)
interviewing, (13) field trips, (14) lectures, (15) quotations, (16)
sharing faith stories, (17) closing sentence prayers by all members, and
(18) skits.
The most pressing needs of this teacher are greater commitment by
parents to bring their children to church school and the continuance of
a team teaching system (at least two teachers for each class so that at
least one teacher will always be present).
Senior Class
The Senior Class consists of two students with an average attendance
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of two. The goal for this teacher's class is to explore God's point of
view in the Scriptures and examine the possibilities for applying the
biblical principles to contemporary living.
The teacher makes suggestions of the materials that he would desire
in his curriculum. The curriculum material designed for this class is
entitled. Faith in Dangerous Times: The Book of Revelation. The four
units available focus on the content of the Scriptures and how to apply
the meaning found there in developing a personal faith. It takes a
literary - historical approach to Revelation. It emphasizes the faith -
code language of the book, setting it in its own history as messages of
hope to persecuted Christians and therefore modern Christians.
The teaching methods used by this teacher are: (1) students take
turns reading from study book, (2) teacher lectures and does most of the
talking, and (3) teacher lectures and ask questions of students.
The activities used by this teacher are: (1) role playing, (2) brain¬
storming, (3) danonstration, (4) tracing ideas through the Bible, (5) panel
discussions, and (6) newspaper articles.
The greatest need of this teacher is student attendance.
Young Adults Class
The Young Adults Class consists of five students with an average
attendance of four. The goal for this teacher's class is to make more
effective witnesses for and disciples of Christ by helping the class mem¬
bers to become more knowledgeable of the foundation of Christian faith thus
making application of those principles to their lives. Ultimately, the
students are to develop a closer walk with God through Jesus Christ as
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his word becomes more and more a part of their lives.
The teacher has a role in the selection and purchase of the curric¬
ulum for the class. The curriculiim material designed for this class is
entitled, The Invitation to Belief which is based on the assumption that
most adults are struggling with how the Christian faith relates to their
lives at this stage. They seek the opportunity to explore and discuss
these beliefs with persons their own age who are struggling with the same
issues and with persons who have already worked through the issues.
Each session is presented as a discussion of a question that is cen¬
tral in one specific belief. Both the Student Leaflet and the Teacher's
Guide explore the answer to that question in terms of five other questions:
(1) What is behind the question? (2) Where can I find some answers? (3)
What have I been taught? (4) What do I now choose to believe? (5) How
shall I act on this belief? In this way students are challenged to make
the belief their own and to act in terms of that belief in their daily
lives.
The teaching methods used by this teacher are: (1) teacher lectures
and ask questions of students, (2) teacher leads class in discussing the
lesson (students do most of the talking), and (3) students do research
projects and share their findings with the class.
The activities used by this teacher are: (1) role playing, (2) brain¬
storming, (3) paraphrasing, (4) using questions, (5) demonstrations, (6)
tracing an idea through the Bible, (7) poetry, (8) storytelling, (9) dis¬
cussion, (10) teaching pictures, (11) lectures, (12) sharing our faith
story, and (13) music.
The most pressing need of this teacher is for more students and
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audio-visual materials. The teacher further mentioned that the class
originated last February and was intended for young adults of eighteen to
twenty-five years old. There were no members in this age bracket. The
class however is geared toward those adults that are new to or early in
their "Christian walk" (even though they may have attended church fellow¬
ships for a long time.
Adult Bible Class
The Adult Bible Class consists of ten students. The class has an
average attendance of ten. The goals for this teacher's class are to
teach students to do the following;
1. Hear and respond appropriately to God.
2. Become active learners.
3. Develop skills in Bible research.
4. Master Biblical data.
5. Develop New Testament Theology.
6. Discern God's will for personal action.
7. Distinguish truth from error.
8. Communicate truth effectively.
The selection of the curriculum is done by the class members. There
is little involvement on the part of the teacher. The curriculum study
designed for this class is entitled, Exodus which is an undated study of
the Bible using a three dimensional approach:
1. Workbooks help students to answer the question: What does the
the Bible say?
2. The meaning of the passage is made clear by considering such
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aspects as ancient customs, location of places, and the meaning
of words.
3. Students connect the meaning of the Scripture with their own
lives, aided by specific discussion questions.
The teacher also uses Aids for Teaching the Bible which is a packet
that contains a resource book that includes an extensive glossary of
biblical persons, places, and events. The resource book includes eight
articles on items of special interest for classes studying the Bible.
The packet also contains two posters. One of which is a full-color
graphic portrayal of four major biblical themes; Messiah, convenant, sal¬
vation and kingdom of God. The second poster contains a timeline of
biblical events on one side, genealogy about and pictorial time-line on
the other side. The teacher further uses The Interpreter Bible. The
International Methodist Commentary and other United Methodist Material.
The teaching methods used by this teacher are as follows: (1) lec¬
ture, (2) discussion, (3) brainstorming, and (4) research.
Some of the activities of the class are the involvement in the over¬
all teaching ministries of the church and involvement in visiting the sick.
The manbers of the class are for the most part dedicated, motivated and
enthusiastic about research oriented Bible Study.
The most pressing need of this teacher is for more involvement of
church members in the church school.
Sunday Nursery
(The nursery that cares for children during Sunday worship services)
The Sunday Nursery Class consists of eighteen students. The class
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has an average attendance of fifteen. There are at least two teachers
involved in the class each Sunday. The goals for these teacher's class
are:
1. To seek to provide opportunities for the youngest members of
the church family to have a happy introduction to the church,
the joy of finding friends there with whom they may play and
work and share good times.
2. To find a way of leading little children to a Christian way.
3. To become well-established and well-organized with teachers
dedicated to the teaching of children during the time spent in
the nursery.
The role of this Sunday Nursery school teacher is to provide meaning¬
ful care for infants, toddlers and young children under five years of age
during regular worship service.
There is no formal teacher training. Volunteers meet quarterly to
discuss scheduling and to suggest new ideas and methods of handling chil¬
dren .
The nursery school has no particular curriculum. They use whatever
materials that are given/donated that are suitable for their religious
teachings. The teachers use games, storytelling, pictures, and drawings
by the children to teach them about Christian values. Some of the ac¬
tivities of the class are: play-time, story-time, games, singing, dancing,
and arts and crafts. They also give them a snack each Sunday.
The pressing needs of the nursery school are for more volunteers and
for funds to hire a staff member. The worshippers want and need the
facility but have not become committed to work in it. There is also a
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need for a sink and restroom in the facility.
There are no plans for identifying capable persons as nursery teach
ers, only verbal encouragement when asking for volunteers.
Daily Vacation Bible School
The Daily Vacation Bible School consisted of the following classes
and students:
1. Nursing Class (2-3 years old) 4 students
2. Pre-School (4-5 years old) J5 students
3. Elementary (6-8 years old) 5 students
4. Junior High (9-16 years old) 16 students
Total enrollment 50
The average attendance for the two weeks that the school lasted was
40. There were ten teachers.
The goals for these teacher's classes were: (1) to celebrate the
power of God's love, (2) to gain a sense of belonging to God's whole
community as a people who share the power of God's love, and (3) to stim¬
ulate our youth to appreciate the correlation of Bible teaching to daily
living.
The curriculum materials for the school were selected by the Chris¬
tian Education Committee prior to the opening of school.
The types of material used in the School were the Bible and special
material published by the Cooperative Publication of Bethany Press of St.
Louis, Missouri. The theme of the curriculum was, "The Power of Love."
The teaching methods used by these teachers were: (1) students take
turns reading from study books, (2) teachers lecture and ask questions of
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students, and (3) students take turns reading pertinent suggested Bible
references.
The activities used by these teachers were: (1) role playing, (2)
brainstorming, (3) using questions, (4) demonstration, (5) photographs,
(6) tracing an idea through the Bible, (7) discussion, (8) panel discus¬
sion, (9) sharing your faith story, and (10) music.
The school had a period each day in which they focused on four things
namely: (1) who controls your life, (2) power: getting it and using it,
(3) power to become empowered by love, and (4) empowered to serve.
The most pressing need of the school is a need for more teachers.
There is also a need for more pre-planning before the opening of the Bible
School. A delicious lunch was served each day.
U.M.Y.F. (United Methodist Youth Fellowship)
The Methodist Youth Fellowship Group consists of twenty-three menbers
with an average attendance of fourteen. The goal of the director of this
group is to help the members to understand the teachings of Christ and to
learn to apply his teachings in everyday life. The teacher makes sugges¬
tions of the curriculum material that he would desire for his class. He
uses the Bible along with the curriculum materials designed for this group
which are entitled Fellowship Times for Junior High and some elective Life
Box Studies such as Christians in a Video World, Alcohol, Drugs, Tobacco,
and Your Life. He further uses United Methodist Profile and Young Disciples
Becoming and Winning.
The teaching methods used by this teacher are: (1) teacher lectures
and ask questions of members, and (2) teacher leads group in discussing the
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lesson (maafibers do most of the talking) .
The activities used by the teacher are: (1) demonstration, (2) audio
visual, (3) speakers, (4) discussion groups, (5) buzz groups, (6) brain¬
storming, (7) interviews, and (8) open-ended stories.
There is a pressing need for personnel trained in youth counseling
and youth leaders. The program needs to be more structured. The only
outreach program is that they have opened their doors to the neighborhood
youth. There is a very definite need in this area.
Week-Day Nursery School
The Great Beginnings Nursery School is located in Hoosier Memorial
United Methodist Church. It is their pleasure to meet the child's early
childhood needs with respect.
The nursery school consists of three groups whose enrollments are:
Group 1-18 months - 3 years - 10
Group II - 3 years - 4 years - 17
Group III - 4 years - 5 years - 11
There is a total of 38 students and four teachers.
The curriculum taught in the school is the Houghton and Mifflin Pre¬
school Series.
The teachers introduce Christian education whenever possible in their
teaching. They do this to enhance the child's knowledge of God through
the Bible Story Series, the Lord's Prayer and passages from the Bible (par
ticularly the Twenty-Third Psalm).
The goals of the nursery school are as follows:
1. To provide an educational program based on child development
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principles.
2. To help the children develop a good self image.
3. To provide opportunities for the children to develop their whole
personalities.
4. To develop through the establishment of definite learning cen¬
ters in the area of living things, number skills, reading readi¬
ness, etc.
5. To develop awareness of their five senses.
6. To encourage the children to express thanselves through materials,
movements and language by providing ample time and adequate oppor¬
tunities .
7. To give children a thrust for and opportunity to increase their
knowledge by asking questions and exploring their environment and
to help them develop curiosity through providing ample first hand
experiences.
8. To help the child, through play, to learn the Christian ways of
behavior.
9. To be alert at all times for possible prayer and song experiences
that may introduce the child to a "second worship."
The Program Implementations are as follows:
1. Language Arts
A child understands language before he can speak, but it is
the ability to communicate that adds depth to that understanding.
The children at the nursery are stimulated to ask questions
as well as make comments. During free play the teacher gives the
children the opportunity to talk about materials, ideas, or
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relationships with others. Snack time is also an opportunity
for relaxation and conversation between the teachers and chil¬
dren.
Each day a portion of the individual's lesson time is de--
voted towards teaching language processing skill.
2. Mathematics
The experiences in mathematics are casual rather than forced.
The activities are within developmental abilities of the individ¬
ual child and are of interest and value. The nursery's program
hopes to stimulate an interest in numbers and their use, to show
how number concepts can aid in problem solving.
Mathematics is a shortcut and aid in daily activities.
During the snack time the teacher will often ask how many chairs
or napkins will be needed? The children will often respond by
saying a napkin for Tony, Michelle, etc. and eventually he/she







The Science component of the curriculum offers children a
variety of experiences, the major goal is to help the pre-school
child become aware of his environment in relation to him-herself.
Areas covered include Body parts, Insects, Weather, Seasons, Air,
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Water, Sound, Light, Animals and Plants.
4. Music. Movement. Rhythm, Arts
Music is one of the ways in which children can express their
feelings. To beat a drum, to listen, to run, to move, to sing,
all these may help a child to cope with everyday problems.
Pleasant introductions to music can result in a child's appre¬
ciation of music.
The teachers at the nursery encourage children to use their
own imagination in expressing movement. How would you move if
you were a tree, puppet or an elephant, etc. Activities are con¬
ducted to help children see movements in everyday things such as
people or objects (clocks, cars etc.). In free expression ac¬
tivities the teachers suggest ideas and let the children express
themselves.
Rhythm is taught through various means. There are activi¬
ties where the children are instructed to use names to clap out
rhythm, records are used to portray various rhythms, and there
are lessons and demonstrations on vibrations.
The art components is designed to create an environment con¬
ducive to the general growth and development of young children.
Further, the pre-schoollart activities provide opportunities to
develop many skills and behavior requisite for later school
successes. It gives the child an opportunity to express his/her
ideas and feelings. Each child is encouraged to progress at his/
her own rate through the developmental stages of children's art:
The manipulative stage, the symbolic stage and the pictorial
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stage. The curriculum is organized into six areas. Drawing,
painting, fingerpainting, cutting, pasting and construction.
5. Physical Development
The child has opportunities to cope with his/her physical
world for independence, for repetition to develop body skills
and coordination for mastery over his/her environment, for co¬
operation and for increased self image. Through his/her play,
they exercise and master their large and small muscles.
Play opportunities help develop physical abilities of the
young child through locomotion (running, climbing) and non¬
locomotion activities (bending, twisting).
6. Social Development
The child has opportunities to cope with his/her mobility,
communication ability, self-care, self-directed activities and
social attitudes and behaviors.
Play helps a child try out his/her social skills. Children
have a strong need to get and give love. In their play, young
children also find outlets for such wishes as a desire to domi¬
nate, destroy, display their process, make noise or a mess.
Play enables children to escape the frustrations of the real
world.
7. Intellectual Development
There will be activities provided to enhance the child's
intellectual development. Some meaningful opportunities provided
in the nursery are dramatic play, sensory activities, scientific
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explanation and creative or artistic opportunities.
Resource personnel is brought in to expose the children to
activities not provided within the center.
The majority of the information in this chapter was taken
from questionnaires that were submitted to teachers.
Singles Ministry
The Singles Ministry consists of forty-five persons. The age range
of the group is from twenty-five years to sixty-five years of age. The
group name for the Singles Ministry is S.P.I.R.I.T. (Single Persons Inter¬
changing Religious Interest Together). The goals of this ministry are:
1. To increase spiritual awareness.
2. To fellowship with other singles groups.
3. To be involved with community outreach activities.
4. To provide singles an opportunity to realize that single people
are whole persons.
5. To provide activities for fellowship and fun.
6. To be a support group for one another and for other single persons
in the church and community.
The Bible is the only literature used in the curriculum of Singles
Ministry.
Some of the activities of the group are:
1. Support of Joint Urban Ministries.
2. Sponsored Joint Ecumenical Service with Singles from other churches.
3. Participate each month in a "supply pantry" for the Wesley Commu¬
nity Center.
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4. Donated Christmas baskets to the needy.
5. Held dinners and barbecues for the group.
6. Attended the Black Nativity play in support of one of the members
who was an actor in the play.
7. Sponsored the fellowship Hour on Sunday after Sunday Service.
8. Participated in a Walk-a-Thon for the Wesley Community Center.
9. Assisting in other activities of Hoosier such as ushering.
There is a need to get more singles involved and to meet the needs
regardless of race.
Family Ministry
The Family Ministry consists of about 10 persons who do the planning
of activities for the entire church menbership. The age range or partici¬
pants in activities is from infant to seventy years of age and older. The
goals of the Family Ministry are:
1. To develop an interest Questionnaire.
2. To distribute the Interest Questionnaire to manbers of Hoosier to
access the need for planning and developing potential programs
and activity areas.
3. To involve more members in planning and implementing fellowship
and other activities for families.
4. To assist other church ministries and organization in program
areas which include families.
5. To plan monthly and/or quarterly activities for family involvement.
6. To assist the Pastor (at his request) in ministering to specific
needs of families (community and Hoosier).
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Since Family Ministry is an infant group there is no particular cur¬
riculum. Guidelines for Leadership in the Local Church is used. The
chairperson makes suggestions to the planning group and the pastor con¬
cerning curriculum. Guidelines for Leadership in the Local Church was
secured by the pastor.
Participants in the Family Ministry work to accomplish the previously
mentioned objectives and to promote the fellowship activities at Hoosier.
Some of the activities are listed below:
1. Developed reproduced, distributed and tallied the Interest Ques¬
tionnaire to determine what wholesome activities the Hoosier
family would be interested in participating.
2. Planned and coordinated activities for Family Week.
a. Family Picnics.
b. Family and Friends Sunday.
3. Made banners with religious symbols for the United Methodist Women
to hang in the Fellowship Hall.
4. Participated in planning activities for the church anniversary.
5. Participated in Stewardship Month activities.
6. Assisted in Career Planning and Counseling with Youth Career Pro¬
grams .
7. Assisted in the nursery.
8. Assisted with receptions after morning worship services.
9. Submitted articles for printing in the Hoosier Life Line (a church
news bulletin).10.Assisted with numerous other routine church related activities
during the year. The greatest need of this group is the need
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for more participants in the planning and implementations of the
activities.
Summary
Hoosier church has been in existence only three years. They are still
suffering from growing pains. The small nucleus of members who once were
the total church, of necessity had to fill all work areas, and network;
consequently, incoming members tended to feel "a smooth running ship" -
did not require their immediate effort. Through personal contact and the
medium of the churches' publication, "The Life Line, the reality of the
need for multifacted helping hands is being spread.
Hoosier has been faced with financial restrictions as well as the
lack of participation, but has learned to be creative and to concentrate
on prayer. The young congregation, in addition to its organizational
efforts and zeal for knowledge, do realize that their past progress and
current hope is heavily dependent on prayer. A small but growing Prayer
Group, which interacts through the work areas is evidence of the strong
faith of this body.
Coupled with their strong faith, Hoosier, has an energetic church
school superintendent who works deligently with other Christian Education
Programs of the church. They also have the blessings of a dynamic pastor,
a competent chairperson of Christian education, interested teachers, and a
cooperative congregation. The teachers need to attend Workshops more
regularly.
There is a need for more church officers in the New Members Class.
Those new members who have had the benefit of the instruction in these
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sessions, indicate broad enlightment in the Programs of the United Methodist
Denomination as well as that of the immediate local congregation.
The Lay Shepherd's class, a newly formed group, since the beginning
of this year, offers opportunity for Christian renewal and basic under¬
standing of the "word," needs more participation. The group applies their
new knowledge to their Christian ministry.
There has been an increase in the number of teachers since last year,
and the teachers are dedicated, knowledgeable Christians. The children
are; increasing in their knowledge of the Bible, increasing in their in¬
terpretation of the Scripture and maturing in their faith.
The chairperson of the Christian Education Committee is new and it is
hopeful that under his leadership the total church will understand the
significance of Christian education in their lives.
The entire congregation of Hoosier Memorial United Methodist Church
is to be commended for the fine job that it has done in the organization
and development of the Christian Education Program.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Because of the important role that the Church School plays in the
life of the church, this survey was designed to describe the existing
services of the Christian Education Program of Hoosier United Methodist
Church. In view of the philosophy, objectives, organization and admin¬
istration of the church school and other educational programs an attempt
is made to determine how effectively the Christian Education Program is
meeting the needs of the congregation.
Data for the study were obtained by observation, through personal
interviews, questionnaires and from printed material. Information was
secured from the pastor, chairperson of the Christian Education Committee,
the superintendent of the church school, teachers, chairpersons of various
organizations in the church, the Director of the North Georgia Council of
Ministries of the United Methodist Church and the Board of Discipleship
of the United Methodist Church of Nashville, Tennessee. The time span of
this study covered a period of six months.
Church literature dealing with the Christian education program was
read to give a broader view of the subject. The philosophy and objectives
of the church school, its curricula and teaching methods were examined in
order to relate them to Christian education services. As a result of the
findings certain conclusions were drawn.
Hoosier Church was fortunate to have had persons who were enthusi¬
astic about the development of the Christian Education Program to do the
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initial planning for the Christian education development.
The Christian education administrators of Hoosier Church were cogni¬
zant of the importance of curriculum and other religious materials and
of the roles that such learning materials play in the lives of young
people. They are making available numerous resources that enrich the
children's religious life. They know that an up-to-date Christian Educa¬
tion Program requires a wide variety of instructional materials geared to
the interests and abilities of children.
There is a total of seventeen classes and twenty-five teachers in the
Hoosier Christian Education Program. There are two organizations and two
leaders. There is a total enrollment of two hundred and two students. This
includes the pastor and his two classes.
In Hoosier Church, the church school is recognized as an integral
part of the Christian Education Program. It is under the direct super¬
vision of the Christian Education Department. The church school superin¬
tendent, in collaboration with the pastor, the chairperson of Christian
education department, teachers and other organizations are responsible for
planning and directing the church school activities.
Recommendations
Although Hoosier Church School has made considerable progress in the
development of its Christian Education Program, it is necessary to make
some suggestions for improvements.
It is recommended that:
1. A Nursery Class which is a part of the regular Church School be
add ed.
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2. A restroom and sink be installed in the facilities of the Sunday
(Worship Services) Nursery.
3. More persons volunteer to assist in the Sunday (Worship Service)
Nursery.
4. Finance be provided to pay a full-time worker to take charge of
the Sunday (Worship Service) Nursery.
5. A well-organized library of printed and audio-visual resources
be provided.
6. A van be purchased in order to transport the children, since so
many of the families live a distance from the church.
7. The students be encouraged to use more dialogues in Church School
classes.
8. More emphasis be placed on the Outreach Program because of the
great need for improved attendance.
9. The Church School Superintendent look for more realistic qualities
in the selection of Church School teachers along with his "Christ
way of Recruitment."
10. A full-time "paid person" be hired to chair the Christian Educa¬
tion Committee.
11. A class be started for the physically and mentally handicapped.
12. The Christian Education Department along with the pastor should
select teaching material for the Sunday (Worship Service) Nursery.
13. The service of a student from I.T.C. (Interdenominational The¬
ological Center) be secured to be responsible for formulating and
developing mini-sermons or lessons for the children of the Sunday
(Worship Service) Nursery.
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14. There is a great need for more students in the Senior Class.
15. That more than marginal support be given the Christian Education
Program by the Council on Ministries, Administrative Board and
the Congregation.
16. The U.M.Y.F. needs to include in their program more church and
community projects such as redecorating the church nursery,
tending the church lawn, and painting a house for an elderly
person.
17. Some weekend retreats be planned for the youth of the church.
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THE PASTOR




2. Number of students in class
A.
B.
C.3.Average weekly attendance of class
A.
B.












7. What is your plan for identifying and enlisting the most capable
persons as teachers in your church school?
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8. What kind of orientation and training is offered to church school
teachers?
9. Who select the church school curriculum material?
10. What is your role in the selection and purchase of the Christian
Education curriculum material?
11. Where is the curriculum material purchased?
12. What is your plan for reaching more children through the church
school?












15. In what ways are the Christian Education program and activities

















HOOSIER MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
CHAIRPERSON OF THE CHRISTIAN EDUCATION COMMITTEE








3. What types of curriculum materials are used in the church school
and other programs?
4. Who selects the curriculum?
5. Your role in the selection of curriculum material?
6. Where is curriculum material purchased?
7 . ^-That is your plan for identifying and enlisting the most capable
persons as teachers in your church school?
8. I'/hat kind of orientation and training is offered to church school
teachers?




10. What changes should be made in your present Christian Education
Program?
11. What are your most pressing needs in the area of Christian educa¬
tion?
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HOOSIER MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
THE CHURCH SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT





2. Your role in the implementation of these goals? _3.What type of curriculum material is used in the church school?4.Who selects the curriculum material?
5 . Your role in the selection and purchase of curriculum material?6.Where is the curriculum material purchased?7.What is your plan for identifying and enlisting the most capable
persons as teachers in your church school?8.What kind of orientation and training is offered to church school
teachers?
What is your plan for reaching more children through the church
school?
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10. What changes should be made in your present Christian Education
Program?
11. What is your most pressing need in the church school?
HOOSIER MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
TEACHERS
1. What class do you teach?
2. How many students are in your class?3.What is the average weekly attendance of your class?4.What type of curriculum material is used in your class?5.Your role in the selection and purchase of the curriculum
material?6.What teaching methods do you use? Place a check ( ) in front of
as many methods as you use in presenting the church school lesson.
Students take turns reading from study book.
Teacher lectures does all or most of the talking.
Teacher lectures and ask questions of students.
Teacher leads class in discussing the lesson, (students
do most of the talking)
^Class members take turns in presenting (teaching) the
lesson.




7. Which of the following activities are used in your class? Place a




Paraphrasing the story Creative Writing
Using questions Panel Discussion
A Demonstration Field Trips
Photographs Teaching Pictures















Using Slides Poems about Lesson
Writing a Statanent "Buzz Groups"
of Belief (Creed)
Others
8. Are there other things you would like to tell us about your church
school?
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9. What are your most pressing needs?
IJ. What changes should be made in your present program?





HOOSIER MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
THE ADULT BIBLE CLASS TEACHER
1. How many persons are in your class?
2. What is the age range of your class?
3. What is the average weekly attendance?
4. What type of curriculum do you use?5.What is your role in the selection and purchase of the curriculum
material?6.Where is the curriculum purchased?
7 . What teaching methods do you use?
(Place a check ( ) in front of as many methods as you use
in presenting the church school lesson)
^Lecture ^Panel Discussions
Discussion ^Forum
The Question and Answer
Method




Role Playing ^Problem Solving
Buzz Groups ^Research




4.5. 10.Evaluation of outcome of activities.11.Are there other things that you would like to tell about your
class?12.What are your most pressing needs?13.What changes should be made in your present program?14.What are the goals for your class?
The same type of questionnaires submitted to the teachers were sub¬
mitted to, leaders of Methodist Youth Fellowship, the Sunday and Week Day
Nurseries, The Singles and Families Ministries.
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Other Sources
Information obtained by interviews with the pastor, chairperson of the
Christian Education Department, Church School Superintendent, Teachers,
Chairpersons of other organizations of the church, and congregation.
Information was also obtained from the Chairperson of the Council on
Ministries of the North Georgia Conference and the Board of Education
of the United Methodist Church of Nashville, Tennessee.
Statements taken from Questionnaires submitted by the pastor, chairperson
of the Christian Education Committee, Church School Superintendent,
teachers and leaders of organizations.
